
Bulletin Boards for Technology Ideas: 

A bulletin board I did when I taught business many years ago was a picture of a cartoon guy holding (like 
hugging) a typewriter (it could be a computer) with the title “Develop a Personal Relationship”. 

 
Why re-invent the wheel? Use ideas posted on the web: 

http://www.theteacherscorner.net/Information Superhighway  

In my room, I have bulletin boards 2 feet tall running around the room. I have made them into a gray colored road 

with yellow dashes down the middle. I then added in a variety of paper cars to decorate the road. It's the 

INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY. 

I added in our school web site to the road. You can add in: 

"Dangerous viruses ahead" 

"Watch out for falling spam" 

I then took the cute funny cars and added them above the computers for my class. I put their name on the cars so 

they knew where to sit. It also helped me learn their names. 

 A, B, CD...We're Growing in Technology  

Using CDrom images (die cuts) and computer/technology border, strategically place short captions of what your 

school or school system is doing to improve students' and teachers' technology education. 

BE WISE.....Watch Out For Computer "BUGS" 

I have an idea I use for my October bulletin board. We study about computer viruses in October. I make up this 

bulletin board: BE WISE.....Watch Out For Computer "BUGS". I make a large picture of a computer that has a sick 

look on it's "face." I make a thermometer and put it in the computer's mouth, an ice pack on the computer head. I 

make "bugs" and make them look like they are crawling all around the computer...making it sick. Information is 

posted all on the board explaining how computers get a virus, how to protect a system from viruses. We also talk 

about viruses, what causes them, how to protect our system from viruses. 

Technology Tree  

I created a 3-D "Technology Tree" out of scrunched and rolled up brown butcher paper. Then I added old CD's and 

new ones from the mail (like AOL) and dangled the CD's from the branches using clear sewing thread. I change the 



color of the leaves depending on the season. The student love how the CD's sparkle and twist in the air. 

Submitted by: Celeste Batchelor 

www.kimskorner4teachertalk.com 

Question of the Week Bulletin Board 

Cover a bulletin board with blank butcher paper. At the top, write a thought 
provoking question. Let the students write their thoughts on the paper in 
their free time. They will also want to read what others have written. 

Trivia Contest Bulletin Board 

This bulletin board will change weekly. On Monday, post five to ten trivia 
questions for the students to answer. The questions can be related to your 
current topic or theme or be from current events in the news. Place a box or 
can with a slit in the lid near the bulletin board. The students are to write 
the answers to the questions and their name on a slip of paper and put it in 
the box by Friday. 

Throw out papers without names or with incorrect answers. From the 
remaining papers, draw three to five and award small prizes. Throw away all 
of the slips of paper and begin fresh for the next week's contest. 

Computer Information Bulletin Board 

If you have a computer or two in your room, consider this idea. It can be left 
up all year with changes as necessary. Create a bulletin board with any of 
the following: 

 

Your computer policy or rules 

 

Basic directions or hints for special programs 

 

Directions for printing 

 

A rotation schedule for students or groups 

 

A sign up list for computer use, such as publishing 

 

Newspaper or magazine articles about computer technology, especially 
what is available in your classroom 

www.musicbulletinboards.net/computersandmore.htm 
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Generic Bulletin Board 

Oh COME ON!  You know its funny!  This is an anti-
bulletin board.  This is for those times when you just 
don't have the time to make a "real" bulletin board.  

Make your own barcode or print one out from a 
desktop publishing program. 

Careers That Use Technology  

This is a board that I posted in the computer lab.  It highlights a wide variety of careers that use 
technology.  You could add the URLs of websites about each career if you wanted or have 

students research/brainstorm how each person might use technology and write a short 
explanation.  A double border adds a bit of color and interest. 

Watch Out for Computer Bugs  

This is an informative bulletin board that describes what a virus is as well as other pesky 
computer problems like Trojan horses and worms.  It offers tips for keeping your computer safe.  
I used some creepy fonts (one is called Germs) and clipart in Microsoft Word to create this 
board.  The ladybugs are actually sheets of notepad paper 

A used mouse was wrapped throughout the tree and then attached to the side.  I used hot glue to 
secure this to my door.  It comes off easily and doesn't hurt the door.  The caption read "Twas the 
nigh before Christmas and all through the house..."  "Not a creature was stirring, not even a 
mouse."  The gifts under the tree are just 3 1/2 floppy disks with tiny bows attached to them.  
The star on the tree is a CD.  

 

These cameras were found in Print Shop.  The caption reads "Picture Yourself Reaching Your 
Typing Goals".  The little cameras have the goals for each grade level on them. 



http://lessonplans.btskinner.com/bboard.html 

Keyboarding 

• Tips for Merry Keyboarding I create a fireplace, tree, and stockings from construction paper. The stockings each 
have a keyboarding tip on them. See Picture  

• How Does Your Speed Measure Up? Using a blue background, I had students make a large snowman and cut out 
snowflakes. Each snowflake has a students name written on it. A large measuring stick marked with 35 wpm, 45 wpm, 
55 wpm etc was placed on the board. The students’ snowflakes are then put on the board between their wpm level. It 
is like measuring the depth of the snow. Those students who are below the lowest wpm level make up the snow on the 
ground. Student who may be above the highest wpm level are placed above as if they are falling. Submitted by Carol 
Sessums, Mosca, CO See Picture  

• Top Gun. I used the old movie "Top Gun" and jets to make a bulletin board to show the top speeds in Keyboarding 
timed writings. My title read, "We have the need for SPEED!" It also read, "Ms. May's TOP GUNS". I had rockets racing 
toward a point and their speeds were written alone with their names on their own personal jet. (Submitted by an 
unknown visitor)  

• Brush Up on Typing Skills. Using paint brush and large paint can cutouts, put one can spilling paint labeled "Speed" 
and one can spilling paint labeled "Accuracy" on the left and right sides of your board. Use color behind the letters on 
your heading and put a paint brush sweeping across as if it painted behind it. Put drops of spilled paint for accents. The 
board should read "Brush Up on Typing Skills With..." <can of spilled SPEED> And <can of spilled ACCURACY>.  

• Score by Developing Good Typing Techniques: Cover the board with green, use a yard stick to find the center, and 
draw a line from top to bottom with whit chalk and continue drawing lines spaced apart for a football field.  Label the 
"yard line" numbers in chalk.  Use footballs at different location and on the balls have different good habits for typing 
(feet on floor, eyes on copy, sit up straight, don't' look at hands, etc.  

• Let's Hear it for Typing! Have little cheerleaders or megaphones. Coming from the megaphones, have a bubble that 
gives a typing tip.  

• Scare off Typing Errors! Use a fall motif with leaves as the border and a big scarecrow in the middle. One option is to 
include on birds "being scared off" commonly misspelled typing words or errors.  

• Picture Yourself Reaching Your Typing Goals: Use cameras and "mock" Polaroids that display typing goals for each 
month.  

• Home Row: This bulletin board can be used at the early part of the school year to remind students to place their 
fingers on the home row when touch typing. Have two large hands with the letters on them. Include the saying: "All 
students do fantastic, just keep learning" (ASDF JKL) above each finger.  The home row keys can be made from food 
boxes to appear 3D. 

Business/Office Technology 

• Fall Into the Habit of Managing Your Records (Filing). Use heading words above. I bought a couple of bags of 
different colored leaves (used for decorating wreaths) and placed them throughout the heading and clipart. I printed out 
a filing cabinet (3 8 1/2 by 11 pages) and then printed up 4 sheets of different categories of filing (alphabetical, 
numerical, etc.) with clip art of businesses that used each. I trimmed these sheets and then glued each of them to an 
orange sheet. Submitted by: Dionne (Dsh444@aol.com)  

• The Overall Steps in Filing. Create a board with the preceding heading and below it string up a clothesline with 
overalls hanging by clothes pins (you can use denim scraps to make the shapes of little overalls or make blue paper 
cutouts). On each article, place the one of the steps in filing (inspect, index, code, cross-reference, sort, file). At the 
bottom, put the slogan "let it all hang out."  

• Do These Words Stump You? Create a board with the preceding heading and put a "forest" of tree stumps. On each 
tree stump, put a commonly misspelled word. Put a large question mark in the center of the board to accent.  

• Brush Up on Proofreader Marks. Create a board with the preceding heading and put a large broom in the middle and 
small dustpans with proofreader marks in them and a description of the mark below it.  
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Business Law 

• What's Popping Up in Business Law? Create a board with the preceding phrase and accent the board with popcorn 
kernels and a bowl or bucket of popcorn. On each kernel, write a key word for the unit you are studying. 
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